This paper investigates corecursive de nitions which are at the same time monadic. This corresponds to functions that generate a data structure following a corecursive process, while producing a computational e ect modeled by a monad. We introduce a functional, called monadic anamorphism, that captures de nitions of this kind. We also explore another class of monadic recursive functions, corresponding to the composition of a monadic anamorphism followed by (the lifting of) a function dened by structural recursion on the data structure that the monadic anamorphism generates. Such kind of functions are captured by so-called monadic hylomorphism. We present transformation laws for these monadic functionals. Two non-trivial applications are also described.
Introduction
Generic recursive functionals on data types |such as fold (catamorphism), unfold (anamorphism), or primitive recursion, among others| have been typically used as a tool for structuring`pure' functional programs. A key feature of these standard functionals is that they can be uniformly derived from data type de nitions by using the categorical interpretation of recursive types. By categorical properties it is also possible to state general algebraic laws for recursive functionals to be used in the derivation, transformation and general reasoning (see e.g. 12, 16, 4, 14, 8, 17] ). Some of the general transformation laws essentially help eliminate intermediate data structures that arise in function compositions. These are the so-called fusion laws. In functional programming, the interest in fusion laws is mainly due to the wide utilization of the Pardo popular design technique by which complex functions are built up by gluing together simpler ones using function composition. In e ect, gluing turns out to be a good device for program modularization, but sometimes inadequate at execution time, since it may lead to time and space ine ciencies caused by the generation (i.e. allocation) and immediate consumption (i.e. processing and de-allocation) of intermediate data in each function composition. Recent works 26, 22] have shown that fusion laws are specially suitable for deforestation purposes, mainly when functions are represented in terms of so-called hylomorphisms. A hylomorphism is equivalent to the composition of an anamorphism followed by a catamorphism, but with the virtue of not generating the intermediate data structure that in such a composition arises.
In the last years it has become well-established that functional programs can also be structured by the e ects they produce (or mimic to produce) using monads 29] . Monads permit to capture in an uni ed framework a wide variety of computational e ects occurring in programs, such as side-e ects, exceptions, non-determinism, continuations or Input/Output. The growing use of monads in functional programming has had a considerable impact in the pragmatics of writing functional programs as well as in language design (see e.g. 24, 10] ). But the occurrence of monadic e ects within programs introduces a new dimension that needs to be considered when analyzing programs for program transformation, mainly when they involve recursion. In fact, there may be intermediate data structures generated by monadic recursive processes which are impossible to be systematically eliminated by existing deforestation techniques for`pure' programs. In this sense, recent works 5, 7, 19] have focused on the study of fold computations combined with monads, introducing a functional called monadic catamorphism.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the dual case, i.e. the combination of corecursion with monads. We will refer to the arising notion as monadic corecursion. It captures the behaviour of functions that generate a data structure in a \corecursive manner" while producing some e ect represented by a monad. That is, like normal corecursion, the structure of these functions is dictated by the structure of the values they produce. Function de nitions of this kind are captured by a new functional called monadic anamorphism. Fusion laws for monadic anamorphism are also studied.
Going further, we investigate the introduction of a notion of monadic hylomorphism as well. This corresponds to the composition of a monadic anamorphism followed by (the lifting of) a`pure' catamorphism which consumes the intermediate data structure just generated by the monadic anamorphism. Similarly to hylomorphism, the virtue of monadic hylomorphism is the fact that it expresses this composition as a single function, avoiding therefore the generation of the intermediate data structure that is passed in the composition. The relevance of monadic hylomorphism is given by its fusion laws, as they deal with new cases of deforestation in which intermediate data structures are eliminated in the presence of a monad. Pardo The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the categorical approach to recursive datatypes and program transformation. Section 3 brie y introduces monads. In Section 4 we address the de nition of monadic anamorphism, while Section 5 focus on the notion of monadic hylomorphism. In Section 6 we present two non-trivial applications that can be expressed by the monadic functionals we introduce. The rst example deals with traversals and search procedures on graphs, whilst the second focuses on a popular technique in functional programming like is monadic parsing. Finally, Section 7 gives some concluding remarks.
Recursive Types and Program Transformation
This section brie y reviews the relevant concepts concerning the categorical approach to recursive datatypes 13, 11] , emphasising its application to the de nition of standard recursive functionals and the derivation of calculational laws to formally deal with them 12, 16, 4, 8] .
The category-theoretic explanation of recursive types is based on the idea that types constitute objects of a category C, and type constructors are functors on C. Throughout we shall assume that C is the category Cpo whose objects are (pointed) cpos |i.e. complete partial orders possessing a least element ?| and whose morphisms are continuous functions. A function f : A ! B is said to be strict if it preserves the least element, i.e. f(? A ) = ? B . Cpo ? denotes the subcategory of Cpo obtained by considering only strict continuous functions as morphisms. The nal object of C is denoted 1 and is given by the singleton set f?g.
Recall that from a recursive type de nition we can derive an endofunctor F : C ! C that captures the recursive shape (or signature) of the type. The recursive type is then interpreted as a solution to the equation X = FX, i.e. as a xpoint of F. We assume that type signatures are given by so-called regular functors, which are described next. To x notation we rst introduce what we consider basic functors. I : C ! C stands for the identity functor. For each object A 2 C, A : C n ! C denotes the constant functor X 7 ! A. 1 ; 2 : C C ! C are the projection bifunctors. The product bifunctor : C C ! C is given by cartesian product. We write 1 : A B ! A and 2 : A B ! B to denote the (left and right) projections. The pairing of two arrows f : C ! A and g : C ! B is written hf; gi : C ! A B. We consider that the sum bifunctor + : C C ! C is given by separated sum:
A (jhj ) F in F = h F(jhj ) F Note how it recursively replaces the constructors of the datatype by the target algebra h. In Cpo, however, the pair ( F; in F ) does not form an initial algebra. This leads to introduce catamorphism by a xed point de nition, which satis es also the equation above:
(jhj ) F = x( f: h Ff out F ) Catamorphism enjoys many laws for program transformation. A law that plays an important rôle is the so-called cata-fusion, which states that the composition of a catamorphism with a homomorphism is again a catamorphism.
It can be proved by a simple xed point induction.
For a functor F, a F-coalgebra in C is a pair (A; g) such that g : A ! FA 2 It can be found under other names in the literature, such as fold operator or iterator.
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Pardo (also called the operation). The functor F plays again the rôle of signature of the structure. A mapping of coalgebras, or F-cohomomorphism, from g : A ! FA to g 0 : B ! FB is a morphism f : A ! B such that, g 0 f = Ff g. Like for algebras, we can form a category of F-coalgebras with F-cohomomorphisms as morphisms. In Cpo, the pair ( F; out F ) turns out to be a nal coalgebra.
Finality means the existence of a unique cohomomorphism from any coalgebra g to out F , called anamorphism 3 and denoted by (g)] F . That is, it is the unique function that makes this diagram commute:
Anamorphism recursively builds up a data structure by decomposing its argument using coalgebra g. Along this paper we will refer to this recursion pattern as corecursion. Finality enables us to derive calculational laws for anamorphism which are dual to those of catamorphism. There is a corresponding fusion law, which states that the composition of a cohomomorphism with an anamorphism yields an anamorphism.
By xing the rst argument of a bifunctor F : C C ! C one can get a (parameterized) functor F(A; ?), to be written F A , such that F A B = F(A; B) and F A f = F(id A ; f). Functor 
There is a corresponding ana-map-fusion law, which states that for f : A ! B and g : C ! F B C, tion between values and computations. In the last years, the use of monads has become very popular among the functional programming community. The migration of Moggi's ideas from denotational semantics to functional programming was due to Wadler 28, 29] , who established a style of programming suitable for structuring purely functional programs that mimic impure features. 29] ). An expression m ? f corresponds to f ? (m). The in x notation turns out to be preferable for writing functional programs in monadic style, as it gives a graphical idea of the existing sequentiality in the execution of computations. In fact, within functional programs it is often to nd expressions of the form m ? v: m 0 , which are read as follows: evaluate computation m, bind the variable v to the resulting value, and then continue with the evaluation of computation m 0 . The Kleisli star notation, on the other hand, is more suitable for performing formal manipulation. For this reason we will keep both notations for`bind', using each one where it better suits. . That is, unit takes a value and returns a computation that yields this value without modifying the state; whereas ? sequences two computations so that the state and value resulting from the rst are supplied to the second. In recent years there have been various proposals that showPardo how the state monad can be used as a mechanism to encapsulate actual imperative features |such as mutable variables, in-place updatable data structures, and I/O| in a functional setting while retaining fundamental properties like referential transparency (see e.g. 29, 10] ). This is achieved by hiding the real state in an abstract data type based on the monad and equipped with operations that internally access to the real state. The technique can be used either when the state is internal or external to the program. This approach has been adopted by the Haskell 3] community.
A monad on a cartesian category C is said to be strong if it comes equipped with a natural transformation 
Monadic Corecursion
In this section we elaborate the notion of monadic corecursion and introduce a recursive functional that behaves accordingly, called monadic anamorphism. One way of approaching to monadic anamorphism is by dualizing the recursion scheme that characterizes monadic catamorphism 5, 7] . However, we have opted to give instead a direct introduction to this concept by means of an intuitive explanation of its behavior.
A rst approximation to the notion of monadic corecursion can be got by 10
Pardo considering the usual corecursion scheme captured by the diagram:
out G but viewing it as a diagram in the category C M of an arbitrary monad M.
Proceeding that way we are thinking of each arrow as an e ect-producing function, getting the somewhat`imperative' idea of a corecursive process that produces some side-e ect along its evaluation. Since category C is our universe of discourse, we need to describe all components of this diagram in C M as elements of C in order to to get a real understanding of such a scheme. The rst step is to make the computational e ect explicit.
A f
It rests to determine who play the rôle of G and out G , and then we are ready to de ne the new functional out of this diagram. Recall that the objects of C and C M coincide. So, the data structure generated by such a recursive de nition necessarily corresponds to a datatype F, for some functor F on C. G corresponds thus to some monadic extension of F |to be denoted b F| which on objects coincides with F and that acts on monadic functions.
Following type considerations, it is possible to see that out F |the lifting of the nal coalgebra out F | is the natural candidate to play the rôle of out G . Intuitively, this arrow permits to perform single observations to the data structure generated by the corecursive process, just propagating the computational e ect. In summary, a monadic corecursive de nition will correspond to a function f satisfying this diagram in C:
The next subsection discusses the de nition and properties of the monadic extension of a (regular) functor. 
Observe that every monadic extension makes this diagram always commute on objects. The following theorem speci es when a functor F has a lifting. When the monad is strong but non-commutative |like e.g. the state monad| the product functor makes (8) hold equally, while (9) That is de ned as means that the monadic e ects in product expressions are sequenced from left-to-right; a right-to-left policy can also be speci ed by using 0 instead. In the last line F is the bifunctor that induces D. The de nition of D is a form of monadic catamorphism.
From De nition 4.5 these typical cases can be calculated: Let us discuss some properties of the de ned extensions.
Theorem 4.8 Let C be a category with product and coproduct such that every regular functor on it has an initial algebra. Let M be a commutative monad.
Then, all regular functors have a lifting.
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The proof consists of the veri cation of equations (8) 
Proposition 4.9 Let C be as above. Let M be a strong monad. Then, (i) The extension of every regular functor preserves identities.
(ii) All regular functors containing only product expressions of the form A ?
or ? A, for some object A, have a lifting.
Case (i) is a consequence of the fact that commutativity is never used for the veri cation of equation (8) Recall that in F is strict as it is an isomorphism. Thus, in order Min F A to be strict, M needs to be a strictness-preserving functor |i.e. a functor that maps a strict function f to a strict function Mf. Fortunately, as shown by Freyd 6] , this automatically holds for every functor on Cpo that happens to be locally continuous. 4 Since, in addition, every case analysis is strict by de nition, it follows that the algebra Min Ff g. So de ned, a monadic cohomomorphism is an arrow that itself produces a monadic e ect, which is compatible with that of the monadic coalgebras.
There is a particular class of structure-preserving mappings which are given by pure mappings between the carriers of monadic coalgebras. We say that f g (10) 16 Pardo The The following laws establish the relationship between coalgebra mappings and the monadic cohomomorphism versions. Let g and g 0 be two (plain) coalgebras. Then,
Law (15) S A is a lifting (note that the maybe monad is strong). Therefore by (15) it follows that the lifting of the anamorphism is a monadic cohomomorphism between the liftings of hh; ti and out S A , and thereby, like fail, it satis es diagram (7).
We will then adopt the least solution to diagram (7) Since for every x 2 B the computation g(x) = unit(h(x); t(x)) succeeds, the iterative unfolding proceeds in nitely. This means that we should wait innite time to be able to resolve the ?'s in this expression and to extract the stream of results (a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :). This kind of \resolution in the in nite" is precisely what function unit (hh; ti)] S A models, but does not correspond to the computational behaviour. This shows the inconvenience of using the maybe monad in combination with the generation of in nite data structures. Now, we turn to the discussion of calculational laws for monadic anamorphism. Because a monadic anamorphism is, in particular, a monadic cohomomorphism, it can be composed with other monadic morphisms only in the forms presented in Subsection 4.2. As rst law, we present what we call pure fusion. It states that a pure cohomomorphism followed by a monadic anamorphism is again a monadic anamorphism.
It is proved by a simple xed point induction. When b F is a lifting or a semi-18 Pardo functor, we can also state a mana-fusion-law.
which is also veri ed by a simple xpoint induction. Finally, we present a law called mana-map-fusion, which corresponds to ana-map-fusion (see (4) ) in the monadic case. Suppose that M is locally continuous. Then, for f : A ! B and g : C ! F A C,
This law is got as an instance of Proposition 5.3, to be presented in the next section, and that states the result of composing a monadic anamorphism with a catamorphism. Indeed, recall that by de nition a type functor is given by a catamorphism (see Section 2).
Monadic Hylomorphism
Having developed a monadic extension of anamorphism, it seems natural to investigate the notion of monadic hylomorphism too. The introduction of such a notion turns out to be not only of theoretical interest, but also of practical relevance, as it permits to achieve new cases of deforestation which are by now impossible to be considered.
Similarly to monadic anamorphism, we can proceed to introduce monadic hylomorphism by regarding each component of a hylomorphism as being of monadic nature. However, for the sake of simplicity, we will only present a restricted but common form of monadic hylomorphism. On the other hand, in the special case that the monadic coalgebra is given byPardo b g for g : B ! FB, the monadic hylomorphism reduces to a (plain) hylomorphism as the following calculation shows.
hjh; b gj i F = Recall that a (plain) hylomorphism can be factorized into the composition of an anamorphism followed by a catamorphism. Similarly, we get that a monadic hylomorphism corresponds to the composition of a monadic anamorphism followed by (the lifting of) a catamorphism.
hjh
Thus, we can transform any composition of this kind into a monolithic function that avoids the generation of the intermediate data structure. Note that here the fusion is accomplished within the monad, and as a consequence the`pure' actions performed by the catamorphism are pushed into the monadic world.
In the next section, we shall see that this form of composition is typical in programming practice. It corresponds to the application of semantic actions (given by a catamorphism) to the parse trees generated by a parser (given by a monadic anamorphism). The factorization is proved by the following proposition. hjh; T(out F )j i G (g)] F = hjh; T(g)j i G Proof. The proof of cata-mhylo-fusion is similar to that of cata-hylo-fusion (see Theorem 2.2), but relying on the application of law (19) instead. The proof of mhylo-ana-fusion is as follows. By de nition of monadic coalgebra transformer we get that (g)] F : B ! F is a pure cohomomorphism between the monadic G-coalgebras T(g) : B ! MGB and T(out F ) : F ! MG F.
Therefore, by applying law (20) we arrive at the desired result. hjh; T(out F 1 ; out F 2 )j i G ( (g 1 )] F 1 (g 2 )] F 2 ) = hjh; T (g 1 ; g 2 ) 
Applications
The aim of this section is to illustrate the use of the monadic functionals and some of their calculational laws. The rst example describes a novel formulation of graph traversal algorithms (such as DFS or BFS) based on monadic corecursion. The second one deals with monadic parsing and shows that every monadic parser can be expressed as a monadic hylomorphism.
Graph Traversals
By graph traversals we understand functions that take a list of roots (entry points to a graph) and return a list containing the vertices met along the way. For the formulation of such a class of functions we consider a graph representation that we establish now. Recall that a directed graph is a pair G = (V; E) where V is the set of vertices and E V V is the set of arcs of the graph. Two vertices are said to be adjacent if there is an arc connecting them. There are several ways in which a graph can be represented in order to compute with it. Two standard ways are adjacency matrices and adjacency lists. The representation we consider is close to the latter. Indeed, we will assume that a graph is given by an adjacency list function adj : V ! V which for each vertex returns its adjacency list. This gives a su ciently abstract representation that at the same time is useful for algorithmic purposes.
In a graph traversal vertices are visited at most once. This leads to maintain a set where to keep track of vertices already visited in order to avoid repeats. Thus, consider an abstract data type P f (V ) of nite sets over V , with operations ; : P f (V ) (the emptyset constant), ] : V P f (V ) ! P f (V ) (the insertion of an element in a set), and : V P f (V ) ! Bool (a membership predicate). These operations are axiomatized by:
true if v = v 0 v s otherwise Our aim is to construct a monadic corecursive formulation of graph traversal in which the set of visited nodes is manipulated within the state monad.
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which in addition to unit and ? possesses the operations:
; Operationally speaking, given an initial list of roots vs, graphtrav rst allocates an empty set, then applies gtrav(vs) to it yielding a list of vertices and a nal state of the set, and nally de-allocates the set and returns the list. In each iteration, the action of the monadic coalgebra gopen begins with an exploration of the current list of roots vs in order to nd an element in it that had not been reached before. To this end it removes from the front of vs all vertices u that qualify as visited (i.e. those for which u s = true) until either an unvisited vertex is met or the end of the list is reached. This task is performed by function mdropS : V ! MV de ned by: Once mdropS was applied, we then proceed to visit the vertex (if any) at the head of the input list and to mark it (inserting it in the set). A neẁ state' of the list of roots is also computed. For this we use a function, called policy : V V ! V , which encapsulates the administration policy utilized for the list of roots. In this form we can achieve a formulation parametric in the strategy followed by the traversal. In summary, On the other hand, in a breadth-rst traversal one visits all roots at a current depth from left to right before moving on to the next depth. This is achieved by adopting a FIFO (First-In First-Out) policy, managing the list of pending roots as a queue. Now, at each stage, after dropping visited vertices with mdropS, the front v of the queue is removed and its adjacency list adj(v) concatenated at the end of the queue. That is, policy(v; vs) = vs ++ adj(v) In this case let us call bf to the resulting instance of gtrav.
Representation Change. As we have just seen, a breadth-rst traversal manages the list of roots as a queue. However, operationally speaking, it is well-known that using a list for representing a queue is quite ine cient. In fact, an element is enqueued 24 Pardo by appending it at the end of the list, and this takes time proportional to the length of the list. To eliminate this ine ciency we will apply the purefusion law shown earlier to transform function bf into an equivalent monadic anamorphism that makes use of a better queue representation.
Suppose we are given an ADT Q(A) of queues over A, which comes equipped with these operations: empty : Q(A) (the empty queue), enq : A Q(A) ! Q(A) (inserts a new element), front : Q(A) ! A (returns the front element), isnull : Q(A) ! Bool (tests whether a queue is empty), and deq : Q(A) ! Q(A) (removes the front element). Using this ADT we organize the list of roots waiting for attention as a pair (vs; q) 2 V Q(V ), such that vs is the adjacency list being currently attended and q is a queue containing adjacency lists waiting for activation. When the list vs empties, a new list is then taken from the queue q. With this new representation we construct a new monadic coalgebra where q2list maps a queue h`1; : : : ;`ni to a list`1++ ++`n. It is not hard to see that change is a pure cohomomorphism between the monadic coalgebras qopen and gopen. Therefore, if we now apply pure-fusion (equation (16) That is, a parser takes a string of tokens and yields a list with all the alternative manners in which the input string can be parsed. A parser may either fail or succeed to recognize a given string. Failure is represented by the empty list of results, meaning that there is no way to parse the input string. Each alternative parsing is composed by a value of type A, representing the parsed input, together with the remaining unparsed su x of the input string. In the parser literature, the outcome of a parser is usually given by a parse tree, which describes the structure of the recognized string. However, functional parsers are typically presented as functions that return values of any kind.
The reason why parsers return the remaining unprocessed string is because they may call other parsers or themselves recursively in order to parse 26
Pardo substructures. The body of a grammar production S ::= X 1 X n , where each X i is either a terminal or a syntactic category, can be thought of as a sequence of goals that must be ful lled in order to deduce that an input string belongs to the syntactic category S. S ::= X 1 X m j jY 1 Y n . In a functional parser the choice for which production to apply is represented by a combinator for alternation. This amounts to see that the logical structure of a functional parser is given by the context-free grammar of the language. In fact, just like grammars in BNF notation, we can build up parsers from other parsers by using combinators such as sequencing and alternation. The aim of the present example is to give a formal explanation of this fact with help of the monadic recursive functionals introduced in previous sections. Our ultimate goal is to give a formal characterization of the recursive structure of recursive descent parsers. To the best of our knowledge, this the rst attempt to characterize the structure of recursive descent parsers.
As Wadler observed 28,29], functional parsers can be structured using the so-called parser monad. In the monadic approach, the combinators for sequencing and alternation are given as primitive operations which permits to focus on the relevant structure of parsers. This fact will help us to clearly identify the two phases that actually conform the de nition of a functional parser, namely (i) syntax analysis, by which a string is recognized and a parse tree generated, and (ii) the application of semantic actions, by which a value (outcome of the parser) is calculated from the just produced parse tree. (This in turn raises a connection between functional parsers and attribute grammars.)
Following, we brie y summarize the main results we achieve. We recognize that the syntax analysis phase of a parser can be expressed as a monadic corecursive function on the datatype representing the concrete syntax (i.e. the datatype of parse trees). Joining this fact with the fact that semantic actions are usually de ned by induction over the structure of parse trees (i.e. they correspond to a catamorphism), we obtain that the application of semantics actions after a syntax analyzer yields a monadic hylomorphism, avoiding therefore the generation and immediate consumption of parse trees, and such that it corresponds to a typical functional parser.
Pardo
The Parser Monad According to the type de nition given above, parsers can be regarded as a kind of state transformers whose state is represented by the input string of tokens. The de nition of the parser monad 28, 29, 18] Our running example will be a simple language of arithmetic expressions with this concrete syntax speci cation: exp ::= term`+' exp j term term ::= factor`*' term j factor factor ::=`(' exp`)' j numeral For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that each numeral n comes given by the natural number n it represents. The set T of terminal symbols corresponding Pardo to this grammar is thus de ned as T = f`(';`)';`+';`*'g N. From the grammar we can construct the following monadic parser, which recognizes an expression and returns the natural number that arises from evaluating it. Let add : N N ! N and prod : N N ! N. Syntax Analysis The technique to be described here is completely general, as it can be used for any context-free language. Our exposition, however, will essentially focus on the language of arithmetic expressions presented above.
By syntax analysis we understand the process by which strings of tokens are recognized and returned in the form of parse trees. To construct a syntax analyzer for a language, we need to give a datatype representation for the concrete syntax, as it speci es the de nition of parse trees. For the language of arithmetic expressions these are the datatype declarations: f`(',`)',`+',`*'g is because parse trees structurally represent all details of recognized strings, inclusive terminal symbols. As we shall see, the presence of these datatypes for terminals turns out to be determinant for achieving a corecursive formulation of the syntax analyzer, as they force the occurrence of calls to the parsers for the terminals exactly in the places they are required.
A syntax analyzer for a language is composed by one function for each syntactic category and each terminal. Each of these functions is given by a monadic parser that yields parse trees of the corresponding type. For instance, syntax e : MExp. However, the trick we will use to achieve a corecursive formulation of the syntax analyzer consists of regarding these functions as functions from the unit type. So, for example, syntax e : 1 ! MExp. 6 The (recursive) behaviour of these component functions is guided by the (recursive) structure Pardo of the type of parse trees they construct. Indeed, each of them can be expressed as a monadic anamorphism. Moreover, they are mutually recursive, since so are the parse tree types. Consequently, this makes altogether seven mutually-recursive monadic anamorphisms.
To build the monadic anamorphisms we need to identify the functors that capture the signature of the parse tree types. Recall that when various datatypes are de ned by simultaneous recursion, their functors re ect this fact by having so many variables as involved datatypes (see e.g. 4, Section 3d]). In the special case of arithmetic expressions, the functors are on seven variables. Let (3) hsyntax f ; syntax m ; syntax t i; \ factor syntax f i syntax f = hc par (3) hsyntax l ; syntax e ; syntax r i; d num (item (2 N))i Adding Semantic Actions Suppose that now we want to incorporate semantic actions to a parser, in the sense that we want to compute values from the parse trees generated by a syntax analyzer. In parsing theory this typically corresponds to the association of attributes with each grammar symbol, and semantic rules with each production to compute with the attributes. In our setting, this can be regarded as the de nition of a catamorphism. hjh; gj i = M semantics syntax
Like for the syntax analyzer, it is worth noting that, when simpli ed, the expression of this monadic hylomorphism coincides with that of the monadic parser one would have written by hand. This equation can also be interpreted as stating the following result:
Theorem 6.1 The recursive structure of an interpreter/compiler for a language is characterized by the shape of recursion that comes with any monadic hylomorphism on the concrete syntax datatype. Now we can gather the bene ts of having structured the syntax analyzer as a monadic anamorphism. First of all, the equation above tells us that we can construct a parser applying the traditional modularization technique. We can develop separately each phase of the parser and at the end join them together into a monolithic function that performs both tasks, but avoids the generation of parse trees.
In addition, the representation of monadic parsers in terms of monadic hylomorphism permits to perform formal reasoning with them, e.g. now they can be the subject of fusion transformations|something that was impossible up to now. Fusion transformations are mainly applied to semantic actions, as they usually represent complex actions of an interpreter or compiler for the given language.
As shown by Meijer 15] , the semantic actions of an interpreter / compiler can be developed in a modular way by using a calculational approach like the presented in this paper. Meijer's starting-point is the abstract syntax de nition of the language. Thus, to be able to couple Meijer's development with the result of a syntax analyzer, we need to convert parse trees in abstract syntax trees. Roughly speaking, if F is the signature of the abstract syntax and G is the signature of the concrete syntax, then the conversion conv : G ! F from concrete syntax to abstract syntax can be speci ed by a catamorphism Msem hjT(in F ); gj i G = hjT(h); gj i G which avoids not only the construction of parse trees but also that of abstract syntax trees.
Conclusions
This paper investigated two new monadic recursive functionals, whose transformation laws permit to achieve new deforestation cases within monads. The examples presented aimed at showing that these functionals capture de nitions that commonly appear in programming practice.
An interesting issue to be investigated is the possibility to integrate monadic hylomorphism and its transformation laws as part of a calculational-based transformation system like is the system HYLO 22] . Roughly speaking, the system HYLO considers hylomorphism as the standard pattern of recursive function de nition within programs and automatically transforms programs by applying fusion laws. Concretely, our proposal is to investigate the development of a monadic extension of such a system that considers monadic hylomorphism as the standard form of recursion and applies its transformation laws. Such an extension would naturally embed the resolution of`pure' cases of deforestation as a special instance |i.e. those that HYLO resolve| since observe that when the underlying monad is the identity monad, our monadic recursive functionals reduce to the standard`pure' ones.
